
Zoom Safety - How to Secure
your meeting

Setting a Zoom meeting password
 
There are cases out there of trolls hijacking meetings (one from the NY Times and another from CIODive). I
recommend setting a password for your meetings.  Here's info on how to setup a password
for Zoom calls:  https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/360033559832-Meeting-and-Webinar-
Passwords-#h_08008f75-230f-4805-93e1-c76d836efd0e   
 
Disable Screen Sharing
 
By default, Zoom meetings allow all participants to share their screen. Here's info on changing these screen
sharing settings: https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/115005759423#h_221b3acc-9a66-4f0b-ad84-
a70359148d1b  
 
Beware of fake Zoom links sent to email
 
Scammers and hackers are sending fake Zoom links to take control of people's computers. You may have
seen emails telling you that you have meeting attendees waiting for you to join. These emails may have
been sent by Zoom, and given the current Covid-19 crisis, please be aware that these emails could be fake
or delayed. There are a number of identified phishing campaigns out there that attempt to mimic Zoom
meeting notifications. If you have any doubt about an email, please be sure to forward it to
phishing@dwellcc.org and we will be happy to analyze it as always.  
- Meetings are being hijacked when there is no password set, or meeting details are shared publicly on
social media.
- Researchers are finding that Zoom meeting IDs without passwords are "easy to guess and even brute
forceable, allowing anyone to get into meetings."
- Zoom's default settings don't require a password and allows any participant to share their screen and
annotate 
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Although this has information to Xenos/Dwell accounts it is still very helpful when using your
own zoom accounts.  Content by Systems Administrator, Tim Nunn.



Here are my recommendations moving forward:
 
Create a meeting password for every Zoom meeting you host. 
You can create and use a Zoom password.
 
By default, Zoom meetings allow all participants to share their
screen and annotate. Here's info on changing screen sharing settings, if
needed:
- https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/115005759423#h_221b3acc-9a66-
4f0b-ad84-a70359148d1b  and annotation
settings:  https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/115005706806-Using-
annotation-tools-on-a-shared-screen-or-whiteboard
    
The "Allow removed participants to rejoin" setting has
been turned off for all @xenos.org business accounts.
 
I recommend checking out the Waiting room feature that allows meeting hosts to
manually admit participants.
    
Consider the "Lock Meeting" feature for preventing any new participants from
joining a meeting after you begin.
   
Do not share Zoom links on social media.
 
Helpful Article: 
https://cyber.nj.gov/alerts-advisories/vtc-platforms-such-as-zoom-increasingly-
targeted-by-threat-actors

Zoom Safety - Continued...


